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Two-Bit Villains 

"Casual and Popular"

Known for its friendly and casual ambience, Two-Bit Villains is a small

diner that is inspired by the diners of America. It provides a wholesome

menu of vegetarian and vegan food that is ideal for the non-meat eaters.

The food is healthy and the entire menu can be adjusted to cater to those

with food allergies. There is a vast variety of sodas and milkshakes

available in a myriad of hues.

 +61 8 8232 1302  two-bitvillains.com/  twobitvillains@gmail.com  150 Rundle Mall, Adelaide

Arcade, Adelaide SA
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Sean's Kitchen 

"Urban American Experience"

Located in the heart of Adelaide, Sean's Kitchen offers patrons a taste of

New York with its Grand Central Station inspired decor complete with an

arched ceiling, wooden bench seats and suburban lamp post style

lighting. The lively atmosphere filled with buzzing youthful voices, is sure

to lighten up the mood even after a tiresome or troubled day. But what

will get your mood back on track is the array of enticing food items that

make up this restaurants irresistible menu. Inspired by flavors from

around the world, each dish from the grilled octopus to the quinoa salad

has a feature that is unique to this restaurant.

 +61 8 8218 4244  www.adelaidecasino.com.

au/restaurants/seans-

kitchen/

 info@seanskitchen.com.au  Station Road, Adelaide

Casino, Adelaide SA
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Africola 

"Adelaide's South African Kitchen"

Africola, situated in the East Terrace precinct of Adelaide, is one place

where you can experience various different flavors of the South African

cuisine. The names of the dishes may seem weird but they taste great.

The rare barbecued beef, the chicken piri piri and the vegetable dishes are

the highlights. The wine collection and other drinks are a delight.

Although there may be an overload of seafood but the catch is fresh and it

does wonders to your taste-buds. The weirdly wonderful African menu will

make you want to come back again!

 +61 8223 3885  www.africola.com.au/  info@africola.com.au  4 East Terrace, Adelaide SA
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